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The reactions of  human hemoglobin and  sperm whale 
myoglobin with ethyl nitrite under  aerobic conditions 
have been examined in kinetic detail. Ethyl nitrite con- 
verts  two equivalents of oxyhemoglobin or oxymy- 
oglobin to their oxidized counterparts with concurrent 
production of one equivalent each of molecular oxygen, 
nitrate ion, and ethyl alcohol. Inverse first order kinetic 
dependence on the concentration of molecular oxygen 
has been observed and is interpreted by  a  mechanism 
in which oxygen dissociation from the oxyhemoprotein 
occurs prior to rate-limiting oxidation by ethyl nitrite. 
The rate constant for ethyl nitrite oxidation of hemo- 
globin from which the fourth oxygen has dissociated is 
calculated to be 45 times greater than the correspond- 
ing rate constant for oxidation of deoxyhemoglobin. 
This rate enhancement is proposed to be  a reflection of 
the oxidative susceptibility of the R and T conforma- 
tional states of  hemoglobin. Results obtained  for the 
oxidation of myoglobin confirm this interpretation as 
do kinetic data for hemoglobin and myoglobin oxida- 
tions by  iron(II1)  and  copper(I1) complexes. The effects 
of organic phosphates on rates for hemoglobin oxida- 
tions are interpreted in terms of oxidation inhibition by 
molecular oxygen. 

The oxidation of oxyhemoglobin to methemoglobin  by ni- 
trite ion is exceptionally  complex (1-3). The formation of 
methemoglobin occurs in two  stages:  a slow init.ia1 transfor- 
mation  that  appears  to be fiist  order  in HbOz and first order 
in nitrite (2,3) and a rapid  subsequent  autocatalytic oxidation 
that is the  dominant oxidative process. The oxidation by 
nitrite ion is reported  to be both  pH  dependent ( 2 )  and oxygen 
dependent (4) ;  however, the effects of hydrogen ion and oxy- 
gen concentrations  on  the  rates of oxidation at  each of the 
individual stages of methemoglobin formation  have  not been 
determined.  In  addition,  the  autocatalytic  stage of the  reaction 
has been attributed  to  the  action of MetHb‘  on HbOz ( Z ) ,  even 
though  such  an unlikely event does not explain the  initiation 
of autocatalytic behavior that is induced by nitrite  and does 
not  account for the role of hydrogen  peroxide that is reported 
to be generated  during  the  reaction of nitrite  with oxyhemo- 
globin (5). 

Nitrite is unique  among chemical oxidants of oxyhemoglo- 
bin in that  its  rate of oxidation is inhibited upon addition of 
inostol hexaphosphate (1, 6). This  rate inhibition has been 
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attributed  to a  preference  for the R state of hemoglobin  in 
nitrite oxidations (1). However, this explanation has recently 
been  challenged by experiments  that  have implicated the /3- 
93 cysteine residues of hemoglobin as having  a protective role 
for  the  heme iron  against  oxidation (7). Thus,  the precise 
nature of the  nitrite oxidation of oxyhemoglobin remains 
unknown, and  its  unique  characteristics  remain  open  to con- 
troversy. Experimental  results  are  often  interpreted from the 
autocatalytic  stage of the oxidation without reference to  the 
effects of reaction  parameters  on  the initial stage of this 
transformation. 

The  dependence of the  rate for HbOz conversion to  MetHb 
by nitrite ion on  the solution pH implicates  nitrous acid as 
the effective oxidant in these  reactions  and suggests that alkyl 
nitrites, utilized as models  for nitrous acid, can be advanta- 
geously employed to  establish  the precise nature of this  trans- 
formation.  In  the accompanying paper (8), nitrous acid was 
identified as the principal oxidant of deoxyhemoglobin, and 
the  mechanism of its  action was  described as involving rate- 
limiting  oxidative interaction of nitrous acid  with hemoglobin 
to  produce  nitric oxide and  MetHb.  The behavior of ethyl 
nitrite  toward hemoglobin  paralleled that  extrapolated for 
nitrous acid  in  deoxygenated  media. With oxyhemoglobin, the 
action of alkyl nitrites would also  be  expected to exhibit the 
characteristics of nitrous acid  oxidation if nitrous acid is the 
actual  oxidant of hemoglobin. 

Oxygen dependence is the key to  understanding  the  nature 
of hemoglobin oxidations. Prior descriptions of oxidative 
transformations  with oxygenated hemoproteins  have provided 
two distinctive  pathways for molecular oxygen utilization: 
conversion of bound dioxygen to peroxide by the  transfer of 1 
electron  from  the chemical  oxidant and 1 electron from the 
iron(I1) to which that oxygen is bound (3,9-11) and inhibition 
of oxidation  by  bound dioxygen (12-15). In  the  former  path- 
way, the  rate of oxidation is directly dependent  on  the con- 
centration of bound dioxygen, and oxygen is consumed in the 
oxidative process. In  the  latter  scheme,  the  rate of reaction is 
inversely dependent  on  the  concentration of molecular oxy- 
gen, and  the  total oxygen concentration  does  not  change as a 
result of heme iron  oxidation. If molecular oxygen inhibits 
hemoglobin  oxidation, the conformational state of hemoglobin 
should  be  reflected  in the  rate  constant for electron  transfer. 
In  order  to  determine  the course of hemoglobin  oxidation by 
nitrites  and  to assess the  nature of hemoglobin in these 
oxidative transformations,  the  reactions of hemoglobin with 
ethyl  nitrite in  oxygenated media  have been  investigated and 
subjected  to  thorough kinetic  evaluation. 

MATERIALS  AND  METHODS 

Hemoglobin and  ethyl  nitrite  samples were prepared  and  stored as 
described in  the previous paper (8). Sperm whale myoglobin (type 
II), obtained  from Sigma  Chemical Co., was purified by the  same 
procedure as that employed for hemoglobin. For  reactions performed 
in oxygen-saturated media,  all aqueous stock solutions were saturated 
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with oxygen, and  hemoprotein purifications were  carried out using 
oxygen-saturated buffer. Heme  concentrations  for oxyhemoglobin 
and oxymyoglobin samples were  calculated  from the molar absorptiv- 
ities of Moore  and Gibson (16). 

Oxygen concentrations in the buffered solutions employed  for this 
study were determined using the Orion  model 97-08 oxygen-selective 
electrode,  but did not differ  from those observed in deionized media 
(17).  The  total oxygen concentrations of reaction  solutions  were 
varied by procedures specific to  the  hemoprotein  that was employed. 
For  reactions  with hemoglobin,  molecular oxygen was quantitatively 
transferred  from a  buffered aqueous solution saturated with oxygen 
to a  known  volume of the  stock deoxygenated  hemoglobin  solution 
using a  gas-tight  syringe. With myoglobin, molecular oxygen was  also 
quantitatively  transferred  from a  buffered aqueous solution saturated 
with oxygen but, in this case, to oxymyoglobin in  an oxygenated 
solution.  Deoxygenated buffer was added  to  formulate  the desired 
oxygen concentration. 

Kinetic  Measurements and Analysis-Reactions  were initiated 
with the injection, using a gas-tight syringe, of a concentrated  ethyl 
nitrite solution into  the  hemoprotein (usually 20-50 p ~ )  contained in 
0.05 M phosphate buffer. Reactions  in  Tris buffer  were  performed in 
the  same  manner using stock  solutions  that were prepared in 0.05 M 
Tris-HC1-buffered  solution. Rates for  oxyhemoglobin  oxidations  were 
determined by monitoring the decrease in absorbance a t  576 nm with 
time using either a Pye Unicam  SP8-200 or a  GCA-McPherson EU- 
707D spectrophotometer.  For oxymyoglobin oxidations, rates were 
determined by monitoring the decrease in absorbance a t  582 nm with 
time. Unless specified otherwise, kinetic determinations were  carried 
out  under pseudo-first order  conditions  where  ethyl  nitrite  concentra- 
tions were in 5- to 20-fold excess with respect  to  the  total  heme groups 
present.  The  resultant  time courses  were fitted  to  an  integrated single 
exponential  process from which the pseudo-first order  rate  constants 
were  calculated.  Typically,  from three  to  eight replicate time courses 
were obtained for each  kinetic determination,  and  the averaged rate 
constants  are  reported. 

The concentrations of nitrate produced in  these  reactions were 
determined  through  the use of the Orion 93  series  nitrate specific ion 
electrodes.  A calibration  curve was determined for each  set of exper- 
iments from standard  nitrate  solutions in 0.05 M phosphate buffer. 
Interferences from nitrite ion and from the  hemoproteins were deter- 
mined and found  to be negligible. 

RESULTS 

Oxyhemoglobin Oxidation-The  spectral  changes observed 
during  the course of the  reaction of ethyl  nitrite with  oxyhe- 
moglobin A in oxygen-saturated solution are described  in Fig. 
1. The  aquo complex of methemoglobin is the only hemopro- 
tein  product observed  spectrally.  However, upon  standing 
after  complete oxidation has occurred, spectral  shifts in the 
MetHb display are observed that  can be attributed  to  the 
formation of the  nitrite complex of MetHb which arises from 
hydrolysis of ethyl  nitrite. However,  hydrolysis of ethyl  nitrite 
is negligible during  the  time course of this oxidation (8). 

Exactly 2 heme  units  are oxidized by one  ethyl  nitrite in 
reactions performed at  pH 7.0 with variable ratios of reactants, 
and  the  nitrate ion is  the sole nitrogen oxide product.  Thus, 
the  stoichiometry of the  reaction of ethyl  nitrite (RONO) with 
hemoglobin  in oxygen-saturated solution can be  described by: 

2HbO2 + RONO + H' = 2MetHb + O2 + NO:IC + ROH (1) 

which suggests  a dual role for  the alkyl nitrite  in  its  reactions 
with HbOz, one which involves the release of molecular oxygen 
from HbOz and  another  that  resuits  in  the production of the 
nitrate ion. The corresponding stoichiometry of the  nitrite ion 
oxidation of HbO, is reported  to  require approximately three 
nitrite  per two Hb02 a t  pH 6.4 (2), and all of the  bound 
molecular oxygen is reported  to be  consumed in  the  formation 
of nitrate (18). 

Unlike the analogous nitrite ion oxidation, the  reaction of 
HbO, with  ethyl  nitrite  does  not occur  in  two distinct  stages 
and  does  not display autocatalytic behavior. The slow reaction 
that  characterizes  the initial stage of  HbOa oxidation  by nitrite 
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FIG. 1. Spectral  time  course for the  reaction of hemoglobin 
A with  ethyl  nitrite. Reaction was performed at  oxygen saturation 
in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 15.0 "C: 3.00 X M (heme), 4.5 
x M ethyl  nitrite.  Spectra were recorded at  5.00-min intervals. 
Isosbestic points  are observed at  589, 521, and 471 nm. 

TIME III 

FIG. 2. Typical  time courses  for  reactions of oxyhemoglobin 
with  ethyl nitrite. Reactions were  observed a t  576 nm  on oxygen- 
saturated solutions in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.0,  15.0 "C: A, 7.0 
X lo5 M (heme), 3.4 X M ethyl  nitrite; W, 8.9 X M (heme), 8.8 
x M ethyl  nitrite; 0, 5.4 X M (heme), 1.0 x IO-:' M ethyl 
nitrite. When plotted against ethyl  nitrite concentration, the  reac- 
tion  rate  constants from  such time courses  extending  from [ethyl 
nitrite]/[HbOz]  molar ratios of 5-20 describe  a linear fist order 
dependence  on the concentration of the  nitrite. 

ion under identical  conditions (2) is not observed  in  reactions 
with ethyl  nitrite.  Typical  time courses  for the  ethyl  nitrite 
oxidations at pH 7.0 with different  molar ratios of [ethyl 
nitrite]/[Hb02] are  presented in Fig. 2. These reactions are 
apparently biphasic,  consisting of a rapid  initial  phase  and a 
somewhat slower second  phase. First  order kinetics appears 
to  be observed  in each  phase with the  requisite  linear corre- 
lation  between ln(C,Hbo'/C,HhO') and  time extending to  the 
fiist 50% of the  reaction in the   f i s t  phase  and, in a second 
linear relationship,  extending  from  approximately 50% to 
290% of the  time course of the reaction.  Similar, but  more 
pronounced,  biphasic time courses have been  observed for the 
autooxidation of hemoglobin and  have been  explained in terms 
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of chain differences (19). However, these  different kinetic 
patterns  may also  be  explained  by  analogy to  more  recent 
interpretations of the biphasic character  in molecular oxygen 
(20) and isonitrile (21, 22) binding to hemoglobin,  which 
conform to differences  in  ligand  affinity for hemoglobin as 
reactant ligands associate  with  the  tetrametic  hemoprotein. 
Alternatively, the  rate  change  may  be a  reflection of changes 
in  molecular oxygen concentration that are associated with 
hemoglobin  oxidation  by ethyl  nitrite.  Indeed, when the  time 
courses for  these oxidations are  redetermined by  applying  a 
correction  factor  for  these  minor  increases  in  relative oxygen 
concentration,  the  resultant  time courses exhibit uniformly 
linear  behavior  up  to  nearly two half-lives. Whatever  the 
actual  cause of the different  kinetic patterns, however, the 
rate of the  reaction of ethyl  nitrite  with HbOs is fist order  in 
hemoglobin. In  addition,  the  pseudo-fist  order  rate  constants 
obtained for reactions  performed as a function of ethyl  nitrite 
concentration describe  a first order  dependence of the  rate  on 
the alkyl nitrite  concentration.  Therefore,  the  reaction of 
HbO, with  ethyl  nitrite follows a  second order  rate law with 
second order  rate  constants ( k o h S )  of  34 M"S" for the initial 
phase  and 30 M"S" for the final phase at 15 "C and  pH 7.0 in 
oxygen-saturated solutions. 

The correlation of this oxidative transformation  with  the 
second order  rate law was  also established by separate  rate 
experiments  in which the  stoichiometric  ratio of reactants was 
employed.  Although  biphasic character was not observed 
through  this  treatment, second order kinetics was followed 
through >70% of the  time course of this oxidation from which 
a  second order  rate  constant of 29 M"S" was  calculated. The 
close agreement of the second order  rate  constants from this 
kinetic determination  and from the pseudo-fwst order kinetic 
evaluation fully conforms to  the second order  rate law and 
suggests that  the alkyl nitrite  acts directly on hemoglobin  in 
the  rate-limiting  step of this oxidation. This  interaction may, 
however, take place by  either  one of two  pathways: direct 
reaction of the alkyl nitrite  with oxyhemoglobin or  reaction of 
the alkyl nitrite  with deoxyhemoglobin following oxygen dis- 
sociation from  Hb02. 

The  pH  dependence of the  rates for reaction of ethyl  nitrite 
with hemoglobin  in oxygen-saturated  solutions was deter- 
mined over  the  pH  range of  6.0-8.0. The  results of this  study, 
presented  in Fig. 3, describe the relative independence of the 
reaction  rate  on  the  solution pH. Unlike  results  from similar 
experiments with  deoxyhemoglobin (8),  which portrayed a 
nearly 2-fold increase in the  rate  constants for ethyl  nitrite 
oxidation from  pH 6.5-6.0, there is actually a decrease  in  the 
rate  constants for oxidation of oxyhemoglobin in  this  pH 
region. 

Inositol hexaphosphate  exerts no measurable effect on the 
rate for  oxyhemoglobin  oxidation  by ethyl  nitrite in  phos- 
phate-buffered  media at pH 7.0 even  when inositol  hexaphos- 
phate is employed  in  a 100-fold molar excess over  oxyhemo- 
globin. When oxyhemoglobin oxidations are performed at  
10 "C  in 0.05 M Tris-HC1 (pH 7.0), the corresponding  second 
order  rate  constant (14 M"s") is nearly one-half that  deter- 
mined  in phosphate buffer under  identical conditions  (23 
M"s-'). However,  in  Tris-buffered  media, the  addition of 
inositol hexaphosphate effects an  increase in the  rate of oxi- 
dation,  and  the corresponding  second order  rate  constant is 
20 "Is" when inositol hexaphosphate is employed  in a 10- 
fold molar excess over oxyhemoglobin. 

That  the  actual  rate for the oxidation of oxyhemoglobin by 
ethyl  nitrite  is  more  than 40 times slower than  the correspond- 
ing  oxidation of deoxyhemoglobin (8) suggests that molecular 
oxygen plays an  inhibitory role  in  alkyl nitrite oxidations of 
HbO,. In  order  to  evaluate  the effect of molecular oxygen in 
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the  reaction rate constants for oxy- 
hemoglobin oxidation by ethyl  nitrite  on solution pH. All reac- 
tions were observed at 576 nm on oxygen-saturated solutions in 0.05 
M phosphate buffer at 15.0 "C. Rate constants for the first phase of 
the reaction (to approximately one half-life) are reported. 

alkyl nitrite oxidations of oxyhemoglobin, the  dependence of 
the second order  rate  constant, kohs ,  on oxygen concentration 
was determined. The results of this study, in  which kohs is 
determined as a function of total oxygen concentration,  are 
described  in Fig. 4. A linear inverse dependence of the  rate 
constant is observed throughout a nearly 30-fold change in 
the molecular oxygen concentration corresponding to oxygen 
concentrations from those  that  are nearly  equivalent to  the 
initial concentration of hemoglobin heme  units  to  those  that 
are  approximately 30 times  in excess of heme  concentration. 
However, deviation  from  linearity occurs as the oxygen con- 
centration  approaches solution saturation, which indicates a 
higher level of complexity  for  hemoglobin  oxidation  in this 
region of oxygen Concentration. 

The first order  dependence of the  rate  on  the  concentrations 
of both hemoglobin and  ethyl  nitrite,  the inverse order de- 
pendence on  the oxygen concentration,  and  the observed 
stoichiometric  relationship between ethyl  nitrite  and  hemo- 
globin are consistent  with a mechanism for  hemoglobin oxi- 
dation  that  requires molecular oxygen dissociation  from HbOn 
prior to oxidation by ethyl  nitrite: 

Kl'> 
HbOT Hb + 0 2  (2) 

Hb + RON0 3 MetHb + NO + RO- (3) 

Since dissociation and association of molecular oxygen are 
fast processes relative  to oxidation, the observed rate of elec- 
tron  transfer  to  ethyl  nitrite is limited  by the equilibrium 
concentration of hemoglobin  from  which  a  molecule of oxygen 
has been  dissociated. Nitric oxide is  liberated in this  rate- 
limiting electron  transfer  step  and is subsequently  converted 
to  the  nitrate ion  with  accompanying  oxidation of oxyhemo- 
globin to methemoglobin: 

Hb02 + NO + MetHb + NO:>- (4 ) 

The rapid  nitrate-forming transformation  has previously been 
observed to occur  even  in  oxygen-saturated  media with  an 
associated rate  constant  that is comparable  to  that  for nitric 
oxide association  with deoxyhemoglobin (23). For  this scheme, 
the experimental rate  constant, kobs, is  equal  to2kJCoL/(Ko' 
+ [O,]) and  the value of k,Ko', calculated  from the slope of 
the line  in Fig. 4, is 5.06 X 5'. 

Although the  results  that we have  obtained provide  only  a 
composite of the  rates  for  the four sequential oxidative  reac- 
tions of tetrameric hemoglobin, the well defined  kinetics  for 
ethyl  nitrite oxidations  suggests that  the  rates for these indi- 
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vidual reactions  do  not differ greatly. In  other words, oxidation 
of one of the  heme  units of the hemoglobin tetramer  does  not 
initiate a  cascading increase in the  rates  for oxidation of the 
remaining three  heme  units.  In accord  with this suggestion, 
ethyl  nitrite oxidations of oxyhemoglobin that  contained  up 
to 20%  of its  heme  units in the iron(II1) state were  defined  by 
rate  constants which,  within experimental  error, were  identical 
with  those  obtained in the initial absence of methemoglobin. 

If fully  ligated  hemoglobin is  assumed  to exist  in its R state 
(24), k ,  may be  determined using the equilibrium constant for 
oxygen dissociation from fully ligated  hemoglobin  (25).  Cal- 
culated in this  manner, k ,  is 2.53 x lo4 "'s", which is a 
factor of  45 times  greater  than  the corresponding rate  constant 
for  oxidation of deoxyhemoglobin by ethyl  nitrite (8). This 
substantial  rate  factor reflects  a fundamental difference in the 
manner in  which ethyl  nitrite  acts  upon hemoglobin  in deox- 
ygenated and oxygenated  media, and  it is attractive  to con- 
sider that  ethyl  nitrite oxidation of deoxyhemoglobin occurs 
on hemoglobin in  its T state,  whereas oxidation of fully ligated 
oxyhemoglobin occurs on hemoglobin  in its R state.  Since  the 
ligand-binding  behavior of oxymyoglobin parallels that of the 
R state of hemoglobin (as),  the use of myoglobin for the 
investigation of the oxygen dependence  on  ethyl  nitrite oxi- 
dation should  provide  a  convenient test of this hypothesis. 

Oxymyoglobin Oxidation-Reactions of ethyl  nitrite with 
oxymyoglobin yield metmyoglobin  with the  stoichiometric 
relationship  between  the alkyl nitrite  and oxymyoglobin iden- 
tical  with that previously described  for oxyhemoglobin. As 
was the case with HbO,, these  transformations  are fist order 
in myoglobin and fist order  in  ethyl  nitrite.  Time courses  for 
pseudo-fist  order  ethyl  nitrite oxidations of  MbOg at  pH 7.0 
are a  reflection of the  apparent biphasic  behavior  previously 
observed  in  oxidations of Hb02,  although  to a more limited 
extent. 

The  relationship between the second order  rate  constant, 

FIG. 4. Dependence of the  rate 
constant for ethyl nitrite  oxidation 
of hemoglobin  on  the  concentration 
of oxygen. All reactions were  observed 
at 576 nm  in 0.05 M phosphate  buffer, 
pH 7.0,lO.O "C, and total oxygen  coneen- 
tration is reported. The figure inset is an 
expansion of this plot  for  kinetic behav- 
ior at oxygen concentrations near solu- 
tion saturation. Rate  constants for the 
first  phase of the reaction  are  reported. 

kobs, and  total oxygen concentration for ethyl  nitrite oxidations 
of oxymyoglobin at  pH 7.0 and 10 "C is described  in Fig. 5. As 
was anticipated from the previously  described results with 
oxyhemoglobin (Fig. 4) ,  a linear inverse  dependence of kohs  on 
oxygen concentration is observed  in  reactions  with  oxymy- 
oglobin. However,  unlike Hb02 oxidations, the  linear  depend- 
ence observed  in Fig. 5 extends  from oxygen concentrations 
that  are  nearly  equal  to  the initial concentration of myoglobin 
to  those that represent solution saturation. Deviation  from 
this  linearity is not evident. The value of k Z 0 '  for the 
oxidation of myoglobin by ethyl  nitrite is 9.45 X lo-" s", 

6 "' 
FIG. 5. Dependence of the  rate  constant for ethyl nitrite 

oxidation of myoglobin on the  concentration of oxygen. All 
reactions were  observed at 582 nm in 0.05 M phosphate  buffer,  pH 
7.0, 10.0 "C, and total oxygen concentration is reported. 
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which is slightly  less than a factor of two greater  than  the 
corresponding constant for  hemoglobin  oxidation, and k,), de- 
termined using the equilibrium constant for oxygen dissocia- 
tion  from oxymyoglobin (27), is 1.63 X lo4 "IS". 

Extension of these investigations to conditions under which 
oxygen concentrations were less than  those of myoglobin 
resulted in reaction  time courses that were too rapid to  accu- 
rately  measure by conventional techniques. Even at oxygen 
concentrations  that  represented between 70 and 90% oxygen 
saturation of myoglobin, reactions were greater  than 90% 
complete within 2 s after mixing, which corresponds  to  reac- 
tion rate  constants in excess of  -1.0 X lo4 M"S-'. Thus,  the 
rate  constant for  oxidation of myoglobin does  approach k ,  as 
the  concentration of oxygen is decreased below that of myo- 
globin, and  the oxidation of myoglobin by ethyl  nitrite  appears 
to exhibit  uniform  behavior  in both oxygenated and deoxy- 
genated media. 

DISCUSSION 

Results  obtained for the oxidation of myoglobin c o n f i i  the 
hypothesis  that  ethyl  nitrite  acts  upon  the T state of hemo- 
globin in  deoxygenated media  and  upon fully ligated  hemoglo- 
bin in its R state.  The  reactivity  ratio k,'/k,? of 45 that is 
observed  in  hemoglobin  oxidations  by ethyl  nitrite  represents 
the oxidation rate  enhancement  caused by the T + R change 
in  hemoglobin  conformation.  Although these oxidations  occur 
at  different  intrinsic rates, in either  conformational  state 
iron(I1) undergoes electron  transfer  to  the alkyl nitrite,  re- 
sulting in the  production of nitric oxide and  the  derivative 
alcohol. Table I compares  the  rate  constants for  oxidations of 
hemoglobin and myoglobin by ethyl  nitrite  with  those  re- 
ported for comparable iron(II1) and  copper(I1) oxidations. In 
each case, the  rate  constant  extrapolated  to zero oxygen 
concentration for  oxidations of Mb02  or  HbOn  is significantly 
greater  than  the corresponding rate  constant for the oxidation 
of deoxyhemoglobin obtained in the  absence of molecular 
oxygen ( k H h ) .  Although the  scarcity of comparable  data for 
other  oxidants  limits  further expansion on  this  apparent cor- 
relation,  the  agreement  that is observed  does  suggest that 
oxidation rates are  measurably affected  by changes  in  hemo- 
protein conformation. 

Hemoprotein oxidations  by iron(II1)  and copper(I1)  com- 
plexes have been  investigated  in  detail. Iron(II1) oxidations of 
Hb  and  Mb occur  by  electron transfer from the  heme iron, 
presumably  through  an  outer  sphere  mechanism  (14),  whereas 
corresponding reactions with HbOa and MbOs  also  involve 
hydrogen  peroxide production  (9). Copper(I1)  oxidations of 
myoglobin occur with  the deoxy form rather  than by direct 
oxidation of MbO, (12). With hemoglobin, these oxidations 
are  further complicated by interactions of Cu(I1) with this 
hemoprotein  (15,28).  Hemoprotein oxidations by ethyl  nitrite 
are, in  comparison, straightforward  and afford a model for 
oxidative transformations of hemoproteins divoid ofthe  mech- 
anistic complexities  observed  in metal ion  oxidations.  How- 

TABLE I 
Comparison of rate constants for oxidation of Mho2 and HbO, 

with those for oxidation of Hb 
Rate  constants for ethyl  nitrite oxidations are  reported in Ref, $ 

and  this  study;  those for  ferricyanide  were taken  from  Ref. 13, those 
for Cu(phen)2'+  (phen = l,l0-phenanthroline) from Ref. 12, and that 
for Cu" from Ref. 28. k"""' and htihO' were obtained from oxygen 
dependence  studies analogous to  those described in Figs. 4 and 5. ____~__ "" ~ ~ 

Oxidant kul'"' kll"'" kl l"  
~~~ 

Ethyl  nitrite 
Fe(CN)? 2 x 10" 0.7 x 10" 
Cu(phen)2"/Cu'+ 

7 x 10' 
4.3 x 10' -104 196 

___ ~- 
1.63 x lo4 2.53 x 10' 0.056 x 10' 

~~~~~ "~ ~~~ ~~~ 

ever,  despite  these mechanistic differences, agreement does 
exist  in the  reactivity  order for these oxidations  when their 
oxygen dependence is determined. 

Oxidation-reduction reactions of various  hemoglobins  with 
iron(II1)  complexes of trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane- 
N, N ,  N', N'4etraacetate  (FeCDTA2-)  have  recently been re- 
ported (29). The kinetic pH profiies for these  reactions  de- 
scribe a  sigmoidal dependence of the observed rate  constant 
on solution pH  that  has been attributed  to  pH-induced 
changes in the equilibrium concentration of the T form of 
hemoglobin,  which is assumed to  react preferentially. The 
results  obtained for the oxidation of oxyhemoglobin (Fig. 3) 
and of deoxyhemoglobin (8) by ethyl  nitrite, however, do  not 
exhibit  similar behavior  and, in fact, show a nearly  constant 
oxidation rate in the  pH region of  6.5-8.0. If, as  has been 
predicted (30),  the [T]/[R] ratio  decreases with  increasing 
pH,  the  change is small  and barely perceptible in  alkyl nitrite 
oxidations. 

The effects of organic phosphates  on  rates  for hemoglobin 
oxidations have been advanced  as  indicators of preferential 
reactivity for a specific conformation of this  hemoprotein (1, 
6, 19). When, for example,  inositol hexaphosphate induces an 
increase  in the  rate of oxidation, the  oxidant is said  to prefer 
the T state of hemoglobin. In  contrast, when  inositol  hexa- 
phosphate  inhibits oxidation, which is observed only in nitrite 
ion  oxidations of oxyhemoglobin (1,6),  the  oxidant  is proposed 
to  react preferentially with  the R state of hemoglobin.  How- 
ever, the  results  that we have  obtained  are in direct conflict 
with these  interpretations.  The kinetic effect of organic phos- 
phates  can be rationalized  simply as due  to  an  apparent 
increase  in KO' that is reflected in the production of increased 
amounts of deoxyhemoglobin.  Observation of a rate increase 
due  to  the presence of organic phosphates is consistent  with 
processes  in  which  molecular oxygen inhibits oxidation. Rate 
increases have been  observed  for  ferricyanide and  ethyl  nitrite 
oxidations of oxyhemoglobin in the presence of inositol hexa- 
phosphate  and, in both cases,  molecular oxygen inhibits oxi- 
dation.  The influence of organic phosphates  on hemoglobin 
conformation is but a minor  component of the  total effect. 

The  nature of the association of ethyl  nitrite with  hemoglo- 
bin is suggested by experimental comparisons of pH  depend- 
ence in ligand replacement reactions. The  decrease in rate 
observed with decreasing pH  near 6.0 (Fig. 3) appears  to be  a 
characteristic of ligand replacement  reactions  on  tetrameric 
hemoglobin  in its R state when a  ligand  for which hemoglobin 
has a  high  affinity is replaced by one that  has a lower affinity 
for  hemoglobin  (31).  Although this  pH  dependence is not fully 
understood, similar results  are observed for the oxidation of 
oxyhemoglobin by ethyl  nitrite  and  are  consistent with inti- 
mate association of the alkyl nitrite  at  the  heme  iron(I1)  site 
prior to  and/or  during  rate-limiting  electron  transfer.  Even 
though we have  not been able  to observe complex formation 
between  iron(I1) and  ethyl  nitrite,  this  nitrite  ester  has been 
observed to  inhibit  nitric oxide association with hemoglobin 
(8),  and  both  hemoprotein-bound molecular oxygen and nitric 
oxide inhibit oxidation. 

The inverse  kinetic dependence on oxygen concentration 
for  ethyl  nitrite oxidations of hemoglobin  (Fig. 4 )  is observed 
to  deviate  from  linearity  as  the  concentration of molecular 
oxygen approaches solution saturation.  This deviation is ap- 
parently  due  to  the existence of an  alternate  pathway for 
oxidation of hemoglobin, but  not of myoglobin (Fig. 5),  and 
may be related to the  abnormal  characteristics of nitrite ion 
oxidation. The  characteristics of ethyl  nitrite oxidations, 
which are  markedly different from  those for nitrite ion oxi- 
dations of oxyhemoglobin,  suggest that  the  rapid  autocatalytic 
stage of nitrite ion oxidations is not  due  to  nitrous acid. 
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However, the  initial slow stage  in  these oxidations may be 545-551 
attributed to oxidative interactions a n ~ o g o u s  to those  ob- 14. Cassatt, J. C., Marini, P. C., and  Bender,  J. W. (1975) Biochem- 
served for ethyl  nitrite  but, clearly, additional  experimentation 15. Rifkind, J. M, (1979) Biochemistry 18, 3860-3865 
is required. 16. Moore, E. G., and Gibson, Q. H. (1976) J. Biol. Chem. 251,2788- 

istry 14,5470-5475 
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